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By Joe Phillip

hile the
entrepreneurial
world abounds with
buzzwords such as
‘serendipity’ or ‘chance encounters,’
the argument stating that behind
every success story is a fortuitous
meeting becomes highly debatable.
It is a revealing paradox—on the
one hand, some people accredit
the chance encounters and
serendipitous connections for
breakthrough discoveries, whereas
others believe that success can
be analyzed and planned for. In
the same vein, e-switch Solutions
wouldn’t exist at all were it not for
a chance run-in Dieter Bischoff
had about 20 years ago. However,
Bischoff had already engineered
and analyzed the possible outcome
before it happened.
While working at SAP’s
software development department
as a Chief Solutions Architect
focused on customer service,
service management, and CRM,
Bischoff was well aware of the
challenges that service and
maintenance employees face in
their everyday tasks. During a
business trip he met his future
management partner HansHarald Schulz who was working
for Schindler Elevator in the US.
Their discussions predominantly
encompassed customer service
and field service management.
“We wanted to create a different
domain for service management,
customer service maintenance and
then go for mobile solutions in the
SAP environment,” recalls Bischoff.
This rendezvous of brilliant
minds was not just a moment of
enlightenment, but also led to a
melange of transformative ideas. It
was only a matter of time
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before Bischoff and Co.—the coming together of premium
IT, customer and service companies—laid the foundation
of e-switch Solutions with a singular focus on charting a
path to success for major and medium-sized companies both
domestically and internationally by integrating optimal
solutions in their existing SAP environment.
Today, after two decades, e-switch Solutions stands tall,
lauded by companies of the likes of Siemens, Scottish Power,
German Railways and Swiss Railways across the globe. The
ascension to this prodigiousness stems from the in-depth,
comprehensive skills and knowledge in the realm of SAP and
customer service maintenance the company brings to the table.
e-switch Solutions continuously optimises their processes and
incorporates the customer’s perspective to churn out solutions
adept to embrace the mobile digital revolution. Besides its
solutions for SAP EAM in the areas of maintenance and service
management, e-switch Solutions’ array of services ranges from
individual process consulting, rapid implementation to final
commissioning and support.

Beyond just Service and Maintenance

Maintaining its rich legacy and never-ending mobile evolution
process, e-switch Solutions specializes in implementing
business innovations on new technology platforms like SAP
S/4HANA. While governing these implementations, e-switch
closely monitors the updates and trends in the realm of SAP,
and ensures its clients are primed to embrace and reap the
benefits of the same. “Our release strategy allows us to stay
stable over the years on an established platform before shifting
to evolved new products,” says Bischoff, Chief Operations
Officer, e-switch Solutions.
e-switch Solutions has witnessed the SAP landscape change
way beyond SAP R/3 and SAP ERP with regards to technological
and functional advances. However, in this ever-changing
landscape, there’s been one constant—the exceptional solutions
and expertise offered by e-switch Solutions for the CS, PM,
PS, MM, SD and HR modules. With its customized mobile
productivity solutions, the company allows organizations to
expand their SAP infrastructure. “e-switch Solutions offers
field service and maintenance management components for
SAP ERP Systems along with a strong focus on SAP integration,”
informs Thorsten Waldner, CEO, e-switch Solutions.
At the core, e-switch Solutions aims to eradicate the hurdle
pertaining to the integration of service and maintenance
business in the field. Bischoff stresses that organizations with
innovative business models are competing on a circuitous
path to establish their market leadership with regard to asset
ownership. Companies are focused on selling assets today,
which involves customer service buyback and/or renting
out their assets tomorrow and maintaining the same. With
a plethora of back-office processes like asset management,
checklists, maintenance planning, spare parts management,
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work planning, scheduling, mobile confirmation and
purchasing, companies spend significant time juggling with
different apps, while also managing settlement, billing and
contract management specific to service business.
As a partner for mobile SAP solutions, e-switch
Solutions provides support for service and maintenance.
Making life easier, the company offers mobile solutions that
cover everything from order processing and updating to
providing support for production planning, scheduling as
well as service and maintenance tasks. e-switch Solutions’
extensive expertise in SAP CS/PM knowledge allows its
clients to optimize their digital potential through a simple
and highly-performant UI for operating both back-office
processes and service business. “By implementing general
and new UI Standards like SAPUI5 or building FIORI based
offline enabled apps, we give our customers the possibility
to participate with their employees on the competitive
edge,” mentions Waldner.
Eliminating the need for setting up multiple applications
several times, e-switch’s mobile solutions allow users to
access checklists at one place and are compatible with all
major mobile device platforms. “There is no need to switch
to App A to dispatch a service task and App B to dispatch a
maintenance task to the same technician on the same route
on the same day. We provide a non-separated view on the
entire day of a resource involved in both tasks,” he explains.
The company’s mobile solutions are fully integrated with
ERP backend processes and SAP standards, enabling mobile
resources to use one app for their maintenance and service
jobs receiving/supplying with data channelized from/to
different ERP backend applications. The integration with

close partnership with German Railways. Since 2012, the client
organization has been using e-switch Solutions for dispatching
along with its mobile solutions for empowering 1500 field
service users with communication technology. German Railways
Performance in dispatching
provides a mixed customer service and maintenance portfolio
for their internal and external customers. e-switch Solutions
and actuality to be
has provided a map solution and established automated
dispatched data is
dispatching processes for seamless integration with their
significant. Our dispatching
mobile business. “We could support the customer with a very
individual integration into a general service logistic SAP System
solutions with push
or outside of the Service SAP system,” says Bischoff. Technicians
functionality also make
can now have their work planned including necessary logistics
a unique selling point
processes—starting picking material at the nearest pick-up
point and ending by consuming and returning material at the
because no time and
end of the day in a bulletproof stock administration. Thanks to
resource consuming refresh
e-switch Solutions’ integrated field service mobile application,
functionality is required
German Railways has witnessed an uptick in productivity.
e-switch Solutions also empowers a small international
operating manufacturer of Windows in installation and service
business with 100 field service users. e-switch Solutions’
dispatching and mobile solutions have proved immensely
beneficial for this client. Post e-switch Solutions’ implementation, the client
SAP and the automatic updates make
can leverage a strong integration between sales order, production orders and
the solutions even more appealing.
installation orders for field service. The field service solution reflects updates on the
The uniqueness of e-switch’s
solutions stems from its ability to meet configuration in one place together with typical installation services to be performed
by the service technicians.
the need of flexibility in customer’s
business strategy, enabling them to
change the ERP system without the
“We are @ UR Service”
need to change checklists, dispatching
The fact that e-switch’s solutions operate across different ERP solutions makes
process and mobile solution. “Without
it second to none. Moreover, the company integrates modern UI maintenance
replacing apps, users can switch
and service components in relevant SAP ERP and S/4HANA backend releases to
backend ownership seamlessly,” adds
keep customers ahead of the curve. “Performance in dispatching and actuality
Bischoff. That’s not all; the clients
to be dispatched data is significant. Our dispatching and mobile solutions with
can secure their investment and keep
push functionality also make our offering unique,” add Waldner. The company’s
licence cost and complexity low by
comprehensive consulting, customer-focused design, agile development, and support
avoiding different solutions to support on-demand work cohesively to ensure long-term success for its clients.
one capability in their IT architecture.
A seed of Waldner’s entrepreneurial ambitions, e-switch Solutions is rapidly
e-switch Solutions support
growing and aims to augment its existing solution portfolio with an AI component
maintenance engineers working along
for optimized dispatching of service and maintenance tasks, as well as customer-first
their local asset environment the same machine learning use cases. Besides providing e-switch mobile Solution based on
way as they are mastering complex
SAP FIORI Apps, the company looks forward to improving checklist management by
customer field service requirements.
providing new designer tool fully integrated into SAP ERP or as standalone solution
Besides, the company also simplifies
outside of SAP. “We are building a new e-switch Solution for S/4HANA on-premise
and optimizes the modern mock-up
supporting maintenance and service for customers. We are also working on rolling
processes for the customers to access
out the first e-switch solution cloud release by using SAP state-of-the-art cloud
easy-to-use frontends.
enhancement features,” reveals Waldner.
What started with a chance encounter has now evolved as a forerunner in the
realm of mobile SAP solutions. At the helmsmanship of delivering groundbreaking
Foundation for Increased
solutions, Waldner and Co. ensure e-switch Solutions’ path is aligned with their
Value Creation
motto—“we are @ UR service.” Not resting on its laurels, e-switch Solutions
Illustrating the prowess of e-switch’s
continues to march ahead in full steam to optimize SAP processes for the optimal
solution portfolio, Waldner cites an
instance where the company worked in implementation of their solutions.
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Top 20 SAP Solution Providers – 2019
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n the digitalised world, organisations face umpteen
challenges in establishing a sustainable business model.
Therefore, to thrive in today's competitive market,
companies are investing in robust enterprise-grade
applications. Being the leader in business software,
SAP caters to the various organisational needs through its
rich suite of enterprise solutions. Firms that are leveraging
these computational technologies are moving toward success
at much quicker rates than their competitors, and are seeing
better cost savings and profitability through improved ROI.
In the wake of these technological advancements, CIO
Applications Europe has compiled a list of top 20 SAP solution
providers to guide business leaders in harnessing the robust
SAP solutions and tackle today’s business challenges, reduce
workload, and increase efficiencies.
Bringing to you exciting revelations in the SAP realm,
we are featuring Switzerland-based e-switch Solutions as our

e-switch Solutions

SAP

cover story. The company is an SAP EAM solution provider
and offers its expertise in the areas of maintenance and
service management. The range of services ranges from
individual process consulting, rapid implementation to final
commissioning and support. Another featured company, All
for One Steeb, is a premier SAP partner and a leading SAP
full-service provider in the German-speaking midmarket
segment.
With several innovative technological capabilities and
success stories up its sleeves, these leading SAP Solution
Providers are constantly proving their mettle in the field of
enterprise business applications landscape. We hope this issue
of CIO Applications Europe helps you build the partnership
you and your firm need, to gain a comprehensive knowledge
as to how SAP solutions can strategise growth.
We present to you CIO Applications Europe’s “Top 20 SAP
Solution Providers – 2019.”
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The company offers field
service and maintenance
management components
for ERP Systems along with a
strong focus on SAP integration

